


Photo of existing signs from Treasure Island, four miles away 



From Emeryville, billboards are brighter than bridge lighting.



Directional signs are dwarfed by huge digital signs.



Travelling eastward, billboards mar panorama of east bay hills.





SF Chronicle photo of existing billboards. Photo: Brant Ward



Existing billboards mar view of San Francisco from the new path.



Three existing billboards loom over accessway.



Visualization of planned Gateway Park  
(from http://baybridgegatewaypark.org)



Park plan for area where billboards 1 and 2 were proposed.



Some people hope that at the end of leases, the existing  
three digital billboards could be removed from the park.



Scenic East Bay: first demonstration held on the new Bay Bridge!



Visualization of proposed billboards 1 & 2 along path.



• Oakland Municipal Code 
section 14.04.270, governing 
signs adjacent to freeways, 
contains an absolute ban on 
advertising signs visible from 
a freeway.     
 
Desert Outdoor Adver., Inc. v. City of Oakland, 2004 WL 3128029 (N.D. Cal. 
Apr. 21, 2004), aff'd. (9th Cir., 2010)



•  There must be an existing 
business activity within 1000 
feet of proposed display 
location on either side of the 
highway.

CalTrans regulations for 
allowing billboards:



•  Location of property where 
display is to be placed must 
be zoned industrial or 
commercial.



•  Caltrans regulation:  
The display may not be 
located adjacent to a 
landscaped freeway or  
scenic highway  
 

“Landscaped freeway” means a section . . . of a freeway that is 
now, or hereafter may be, improved by the planting at least on 
one side or on the median of the freeway right-of-way of lawns, 
trees, shrubs, flowers, or other ornamental vegetation requiring 
reasonable maintenance.)



We thought this looked like landscaping.



CalTrans sought out mature palms and transplanted them. 







From SF to Alameda eligible for  
Scenic Highway Designation

If public pushed on local government, freeway could possibly be 
designated as a scenic highway, as it is already determined eligible.



 
A recent study published in the journal  
Traffic Injury Prevention found that digital 
billboards attract and hold the gazes of 
drivers for far longer than a threshold that 
previous studies have shown to be dangerous.



Preserve our bay, hill, and city views by speaking up!  
Digital billboards are blight, are a traffic danger,  

and detract from the enjoyment of our surroundings.
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City of Oakland has put out an RFP for  
another 11 billboards. 
 
City of Richmond received a request for a billboard at 
Hilltop Mall, and has been discussing whether an 
existing digital billboard at Pacific East Mall is being 
operated in an illegal manner. 
 
Citizens of Albany  
recently rejected planning  
board approval of a  
city public works facility  
designed to be financed  
by a digital billboard 
visible from the freeway.



ScenicEastBay.org 
Local groups signed on to the Don’t Blight the Bay   
(No New Billboards) campaign include:    
• Sierra Club, Northern Alameda County Group,  
SF Bay Chapter 

• Golden Gate Audubon Chapter 
• Citizens for East Shore Parks 
• Oakland Heritage Alliance  
• East Bay Bicycle Coalition  
• West Oakland Neighborhood Advisory Group 
(WOCAG)  

• West Oakland Neighbors 
• Oak Center Neighborhood Association 







